
ABSTRACT

PT TELKOM as one of telecommunication providers has a variety of Internet service
products; one of which is “SPEEDY”. The present performance of Speedy in Divre II is still
graded below standard, due to the fact that the process of accessing Speedy still has many defects,
which causes complaints from customers. With this kind of performance, PT Telkom will have
difficulties in reaching its target to increase customer count, hence there is the need of repairing
attemps and improvements of quality to minimalize the existing defects.

From the problem above, the researcher tries to control the existing defects with one of the
methods of quality control, which is The Six Sigma. Six Sigma is a systematic, scientific method
of quality control, which each of its decision is based on facts and data. The main principle of Six
Sigma is to achieve perfection (3,4 DPMO) with controlling the recurring processes. The stages
of implementating Six Sigma are Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control (DMAIC). This
research  is limited at the Improve stage. In the Define stage, identification is done towards the
influencing factors to the product quality of Speedy. Then on the Measure stage, an evaluation
towards the performance in the output dan process levels. After the existing condition is
evaluated, the Analyze stage is done, which an identification of sources and the main cause of the
defects of Speedy quality is done, together with the stability analysis and process capability. In
the Improve stage will be given sugesstion for technical and process repairment to minimalize the
defects on Speedy.

Based on the evaluation done with the datum of Speedy quality from January to September
2006, the potential cause of defect (potential CTQ) is the defects happening to the CPE apparatus,
DSLAM/ATM Switch, BBRAS, RADIUS server, transport network, ISP, and GTS. Afterwards,
the existing  Speedy performance in known as shown in the tabel below :

The result of DPMO and the achieved capability of Sigma are far from the expected from
the six sigma method, which is hoped to achieve 3,4 DPMO and 6 sigma (zero defect). With this
result, a continuous repairing and quality-controlling towards Speedy are needed. The
performance of Speedy after the repaiment is done showed an increase of Sigma value and a
decrease in DPMO value, which are 5,01 Sigma and 228 DPMO at the output level. This increase
of quality would happen if PT Telkom took the nessesary repairment based on the proposal of
99%.
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